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ARM Evaluation Packages
We now have a wide variety of Evaluation packages for the ARM. These
have been produced by a number of Computer and Debug tool
manufacturers to allow you to evaluate the ARM chips at low cost. They
are normally based on a board with access to all I/O pins, plus buttons,
LEDs etc. Also included is a full version of a compiler with limits on the
amount of code that can be produced and a JTAG debugger. These kits
are ideal for learning the ARM architecture which is being used in more
and more embedded applications.

C based drivers for
many of the I/O
components of the
particular chips are
included making
them ideal for

prototype development and feasibility
studies.

In this market, the ideal board has the chip
which you think will best match your
application – here, therefore, is a list of CPUs
we can supply by manufacturer. Prices for
complete eval packages start at £210.00.

In addition to EVBs we have a number of boards which can be used as Single Board Computers (SBCs)
which will provide the computing heart of your application without needing to get into the details of
integrating CPU/clocks/memory.

GDB debugger – more PPC support
The Abatron BDI2000 is one of the most effective interfaces to support
the GDB debugger. It uses a fast Ethernet link and can load code into
RAM or Flash memory. A telnet interface can be used for non-GDB based
operations and it is ideal for both standalone embedded development and
Linux kernel development.

Already supporting a wide range of CPUs such as ARM, ColdFire, MIPS and
most of the PowerPC variants, here are the latest chips to be supported:-
MobileGT MPC5121 and 300 core that runs at up to 400MHz (760 MIPS) and
which includes accelerators for Audio and Graphics plus an XGA controller.

MPC55xx Nexus processor family optimised for automotive use with its ONCE
Nexus 1 debugger interface.

MPC8641 is supported including the dual core version which, with its quad Gigabit Ethernet and PCI Express
interfaces, runs at 1.5GHz.

ATMEL - AT91SAM7S64/128/256, AT91SAM7X128/256,
AT91FR40008/40800/40162, AT91R40807, AT91RM9200
Luminary – LM3S102 Cortex-M3 Cirrus – EP9312/15
OKI - ML67Q4051 and ML7065/61
NXP (Philips) - LPC2103/06, LPC2114/19, LPC2124/29(E),
LPC2131/32/38/48, LPC2194, LPC2210/12/14, LPC2290/92/94,
LPC2348/68/78
Samsung - S3C2410A/X, S3C2440, S3C44B0X, S3C4510B
ST Micro - STM32F103 Cortex-M3, STR710F2, STR710F-
Z2T6, STR711F, STR712F, STR730, STR730FZ2, STR731F,
STR750FV2, STR912FW44(X)
Texas Instruments - TMS470R1A256, TMS470R1B1M
XScale – PXA255/270



CAN Fleet Management System Toolkit

The FMS protocol provides a standard set of CAN message descriptors which are increasingly being
used by leading manufacturers to provide interoperability of systems installed on commercial vehicles
and buses. The PCAN-FMS package, along with one of Peak’s wide range of CAN interfaces, will
help you develop or debug your FMS application.

In its simplest usage the FMS bus being monitored can have its status displayed on the PC’s
“Dashboard” window with simple dials and status indicators. If you want to you can log all of the bus
activity to a disk file. Alternatively you can take a previous log – input it to the FMS package and the
result will be output to the CAN bus (and Dashboard) allowing you to replay the events and use them
as stimulation for an application.

The PCAN-FMS package can create an FMS data stream with an easy to use graphics interface.

Input Options
 Create an FMS simulation using sliders

and status switches.
 From a pre-recorded (and editable) file

with CAN data stream
 From a direct interface to a live CAN bus

Output Options
 To the PC’s Dashboard display
 To a log file
 To a CAN interface to create a live CAN

data stream

FMS and BUS-FMS are both supported -
Error statuses can be simulated - Specific messages can be filtered out or created.

ARM Trace
For debugging complex time critical applications an ICE with Trace cannot be beaten. The JTAG
interface on the ARM and PPC provides low cost debugging but cannot provide real time information.
More recent high end chips include a trace option called ETM.

Real-time Trace Reconstruction is a completely new technology
introduced by iSYSTEM. Their iTRACE unit is able to
reconstruct a full internal bus from the information produced by
on-chip trace ports. The stream of Nexus/ETM data is
immediately analyzed and the CPU activity reconstructed by an
FPGA in the unit. It provides all the trace possibilities that are
normally provided by true in-circuit emulators. A full trigger
machine is available that enables you to easily set up your
trigger conditions.

This feature is now available on the iTRACE GT for all ARM
based controllers with ETM, on the MPC5554 with Nexus as

well as Coldfire and CR16/CRX with their own more limited proprietary interfaces.

Backtrace
This feature is available for ARM CPUs. When looking back in a normal trace all you can do is see what
data appears on the various buses at each instruction. From this the engineer must make a mental
reconstruction of the state of the machine (Accumulators, Registers, Variables) at some earlier time.

With backtrace the ICE and its supporting logic do all the hard work for you – it goes back one instruction
at a time restoring the changed Registers/Variables to the values they were at prior to the execution of
that instruction and updating the display to reflect that change. Now you can examine the full contents of
that critical data array at the point where it all went horribly wrong!


